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LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS 
 

LEADER 2.0 

 

Maybe it’s 3.0 or 4.0 by now? We are quite sure the LEADER Project has reinvented itself many times 

since its inception in 1991. However, we think it is fair to say that the 18th instalment of the LEADER 

Project has earned the title as a year of re-invention, or LEADER 2.0.  

 

This year saw the implementation of a new teacher-training program, the creation of the LEADER 

Endowment Fund, a major upgrade of all Project marketing material, a relational repositioning with Ivey, 

an updated constitution, a new set of six committee manuals as guides for next year’s crew of 

LEADERites, and a $10,276 operational surplus. We felt we had a very strong team this year and we set 

some very lofty goals because of that.  We’re happy to say that we accomplished almost every single 

one – placing the 2009 team in a great position to make next year even better. 

 

The LEADER Project measures its success based on the feedback we receive from our students, the 

experiences had by our teachers, and the business community ties between Canada and Eastern Europe 

that we strengthen each time we venture overseas.  This year we added another 250 students to that 

list, and another 31 teachers to our alumni base. We continue to discover new ways of exchanging ideas, 

knowledge, and successes in each year that the Project grows older. The transition for the LEADER 

Project to navigate Ivey’s switch to a one-year MBA program had a few more wrinkles ironed out this 

year, but certainly not without sweat.  The past 24 months have seen changes in almost every facet of 

the program, and the next few years are just as important as the last two. 

 

When we sat down with some of the older alumni this year, it was difficult explaining how the program 

only allows for two weeks of teaching now; and that the lessons are built in an entirely entrepreneurship 

model; and that 14 of our teaching positions are now filled by HBAs.  It was disappointing to admit that 

more than half of us will only go on the Project once, or that we won’t be going back to Balti, Chisinau. 

However, it was also very exciting discussing how the Project has managed to stand the test of time; 

how our impact as teachers is still strong enough to bring many students to tears in heart-felt goodbyes 

at the end of two weeks.  It was amazing to see how the same profound feeling of illuminating light 

bulbs in Eastern Europe is still being experienced by Ivey students and how those LEADER diplomas are 

still worth their weight in gold in the cities we teach. If anything, 2008 made us realize that things 

haven’t really changed all that much. 

 

It has been important for this Project to keep adapting over the last 18 years, and 2008 was a year that 

was no different in that sense. The remainder of this report is an account of those changes, an attempt 

to thank the incredible individuals who continue to make the LEADER Project possible, a detailed 

transcription of the past year’s operations, and a design for things to come. 

 

 

 

Robert Davis & Mike Hornby-Smith 

Executive Directors 2008 
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HISTORY OF THE LEADER PROJECT 
 

May 1991 marked the beginning of the LEADER Project. Scott Helloffs and Paul Fitzgerald, two 

graduating MBA students at the Western Business School (now the Richard Ivey School of Business) 

recognized that the new market economy emerging under Gorbachev’s Perestroika in the former USSR 

would require fresh managerial skill. These two graduates responded by organizing a group of 27 

volunteers from the MBA program, creating Project USSR. These volunteer instructors, paying their own 

way, taught the basic skills of finance, accounting, marketing, and general management to selected 

Soviet officials and hopeful entrepreneurs at various institutions in Moscow and Leningrad. 

 

A year later much had changed. The Soviet Union had dissolved, and Project USSR (renamed the LEADER 

Project: Leading Education in Eastern Europe) sent 51 Western MBAs to teach business in former Soviet 

republics. The Canadian Department of External Affairs provided two full years of funding that allowed 

the Project to grow rapidly. By 1993, there were 61 Canadian participants, including instructors and case 

writers, and the number of students being taught exceeded 600. The scope of the Project had expanded 

to include cities in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Lithuania and Latvia. An extension of the Project took 

several LEADER instructors to Mongolia to deliver a similar course with support from the World Bank. 

 

When a change in government policy eliminated full funding in 1994, the LEADER Project returned to a 

more modest size of 44 participants, while maintaining a number of the partnerships established in the 

previous year. In subsequent years, the Project has maintained a similar size and scope, each year 

sending teaching teams to approximately eight to ten partner sites. In 1998, LEADER officially changed 

its name to ‘Leading Education and Development in Emerging Regions’ and developed a working draft of 

its Constitution. In 1999, the first LEADER Constitution was officially ratified. 

 

In 2000, the LEADER Project celebrated its 10th Anniversary. A dinner was held in the Lithuanian 

Community Hall in Bloor West Village in Toronto. This dinner brought LEADER alumni from the past ten 

years together with the current participants. Memories and stories were recounted and all had a good 

time. Mr. Mykhail Lyssenko, Minister Councillor of the Russian Embassy in Ottawa, was the keynote 

speaker. In his speech, Mr. Lyssenko commented on the state of Canadian-Russian business relations, 

and commended LEADER on the impact it has had in its first 10 years of existence. He urged past and 

present LEADER participants to build on the ties established by the Project in order to further Canada-

Russia business relations. 

 

The beginning of the new millennium brought a broadening of LEADER’s scope in content and 

geography. In 2002, LEADER left Eastern Europe for the first time since our visit to Mongolia. Cuba was 

the new destination, with pilot projects run in Las Tunas, Holguin and Bayamo. In 2003, LEADER began 

the Entrepreneurial course, as a seven day intensive course in the Ukraine at the Agro-Soyuz 

development farm in co-operation with the International Finance Corporation. On an exciting note, CIDA 

rejoined the LEADER project as a partner in 2003, beginning a three year commitment to help fund 

operations. These many new initiatives have kept the LEADER Project invigorated for the past several 

years, aided by the establishment in 2003 of a LEADER Advisory Board. The Advisory Board consists of 

members of the broader LEADER community, including past participants and people with strong 

experience in the visited regions. 

 

In 2006, with the shift to a one year MBA program at the Richard Ivey School of Business, the LEADER 

Project involved HBA students with a permanent intention for the first time. During this time, the 
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Advisory Board took an active strategic role in ensuring that the Project would continue to thrive. The 

LEADER Project also shifted its curriculum focus to a two week entrepreneurship model at that time, 

which it has maintained through 2008.  This shift in focus has been characterized by the establishment 

of a key partnership with the Pierre L. Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship at Ivey. While the 

Project continues to teach the basic fundamentals of business in a case-based atmosphere, the newly 

developed curriculum module fully integrates the instrumental tools of entrepreneurship. This has 

enabled LEADER to better meet the current needs of the developing economies in which we teach. It 

has also included the introduction of local, young entrepreneurs to the classroom in addition to our 

traditional university student model. LEADER now boasts an Ivey alumni base in excess of 700 

“LEADERites” and a collective student alumnus that exceeds 7,000. 

 

LEADER PROGRAM DETAILS 
 

CURRICULUM 

 

The LEADER Project is modeled on the Richard Ivey School of Business’ case-study method, which places 

emphasis on effective action-oriented business practices and decision-making. Learning occurs through 

interactive discussion of real business problems derived from North American and Eastern European 

experiences. The course is conducted over two weeks in the month of May. The target audience and 

focus of the curriculum is on young entrepreneurs. In addition, the curriculum teaches the principals of 

finance, marketing, general management and Cross-Enterprise Leadership. Each day consists of a lecture 

and case discussion. Additionally, each student is asked to complete a comprehensive business plan 

about an existing business or business idea, as an individual or as a group. Teachers spend the afternoon 

of each day consulting with the students on their business plans, more appropriately termed business 

plan coaching. The Project culminates by having the students submit a written copy of their business 

plan and a subsequent presentation to their classmates and a panel of judges composed by the 

teachers. Fiscal 2008 marked the second year that the entrepreneurship focus has been implemented 

across all LEADER sites. The curriculum was composed of seven cases with lectures focusing upon 

business plan construction and the aforementioned business fundamentals. 
 

Day 1

Case Method

Ent + Business Planning

Coaching – Capabilities 

Focus

Day 2

Effectuation Case: 
Lululemon: New Venture

Opportunity Recognition

Business Plan lecture

Coaching – Capabilities 
Focus

Day 3

Opportunity Case: 

Sequel to Abatis Systems

Innovation

Business Plan lecture

Coaching – Capabilities 
Focus

Day 4

Innovation Case: 

Shoes for Moos

Cash Flow

Business Plan lecture

Coaching – Capabilities 
Focus

Day 5

Cash Flow Case: Frontier 
Adventure Racing

Bootstrapping

Business Plan lecture

Coaching – Capabilities 
Focus

Day 6

Bootstrapping Case: No 

Pudge! Brownies

Entrepreneurial 
Marketing

Business Plan lecture

Coaching – Project Focus

Day 7

Ent Marketing Case: 

Casual Comfort

Communications Lecture

Business Plan lecture

Coaching – Project Focus

Day 8

Summary Case: Fernando 

Rego

Coaching – Closing Open 
Loops & Refine

Day 9

Coaching – Closing Open 

Loops & Refine

Day 10

Final Presentations

Wrap-up
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RECRUITING & TEAM MEMBERS 

 

LEADER instructors are drawn primarily from Ivey’s MBA and HBA program. Instructors are carefully 

selected through a rigorous application and interview process. Throughout the school year, LEADER 

participants typically spend four to ten hours per week on Project preparations. All aspects of the 

Project are student-initiated, developed, and executed. Upon arrival at their sites, instructors spend six 

to eight hours per day on teaching duties and preparation for the following day’s classes. Instructors are 

not paid for their work with the LEADER Project and ultimately forego a month’s earnings in order to 

participate. Furthermore, the instructors pay any costs not covered by sponsorship which has 

traditionally amounted to $500 per person each year. 

 

LEADER has traditionally been an MBA-led Project; however, the challenges of a one year MBA Program 

model at Ivey called for the introduction of significant HBA involvement beginning in 2006. Fiscal 2008 

marked the end of the transition period for the Project as it constituted the first year of the Project that 

HBA students were the only returning members of the Project. Fiscal 2008 also marked the first year 

that the Project committees were also led by these same HBA students and an HBA Executive Director. 

The Project also opened recruiting to the PhD program for the first time in several years with the 

introduction of one PhD student to complete the 2008 team. The Project’s instructors were comprised 

of 7 Spring MBAs, 5 AMBAs, 4 Fall MBAs, 6 HBA2s, 8 HBA1s and 1 PhD in 2008. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STUDENTS 

 

The students are diverse in terms of age and experience. Students range in age from 18 to 65 years old. 

The students are undergraduate students, young local entrepreneurs and managers of former state 

enterprises, with a variety of educational backgrounds including engineering, economics and business 

administration. 

 

LEADER’s classrooms at each site are ideally split into two groups of no more than 30 students per 

group. LEADER taught a total of 250 students and entrepreneurs across seven sites in 2008 bringing the 

total number of student alumni to well over 7,000 students in the Project’s 18th year. 
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LEADER SITE PARTNERSHIPS 
 

The LEADER Project is conducted in partnership with business associations and academic institutions in 

Eastern Europe. These partnerships typically cover the cost of meals and accommodation for LEADER 

instructors and provide for the recruitment of the students which compose their respective classrooms. 

The Executive Directors work with the site partners throughout the entire year to make arrangements 

for the two week teaching period. 

 

In 2008, the LEADER Project had seven sites in four countries, when compared to seven sites in three 

countries in 2007. Our relationship with Balti, Moldova was severed in favour of a new relationship in 

Skopje, Macedonia of the former Yugoslavia Republic. 

 

 
 

MACEDONIA 

Skopje 

 

In 2008, four instructors and the two Executive Directors travelled to the Balkans, more specifically 

Skopje, Macedonia for the first time in LEADER history. In September 2007, the Project began to work in 

partnership with a Canadian organization called Macedonia 2025 to bring LEADER to the Macedonian 

Chamber of Commerce in Skopje to teach a classroom comprised entirely of local entrepreneurs. 

LEADER taught one class of 12 entrepreneurs. Classes were held in the morning with the instructors 

visiting each of the entrepreneurs businesses in the afternoon in “coaching” teams of two. 

 
MOLDOVA 

Chisinau 

 

LEADER travelled once again to the Academii Di Studie Economicae in Chisinau, Moldova in 2008 to 

teach a modest class size of 14 students. The classes were taught in English and then translated into two 

different languages to the students, both Russian and Romanian, by volunteer translators.  A large 

majority of the students participating in the LEADER program at Academii Di Studie Economicae 

students were required to have entered a national business plan competition in order to participate in 
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the Project. As a result, the quality of the business plans was strong from the on-set of the teaching 

period. Chisinau continues to be one of our strongest entrepreneurial site partners. 

  

UKRAINE 

Dnepropetrovsk 

 

The Project first taught in Ukraine with sites in Lviv, Odessa, and Kiev. For the past seven years LEADER 

has taught at three successful schools in Dnepropetrovsk. LEADER returned to the National Mining 

University in Dnepropetrovsk for the third successful year to mark the Project’s eighth year in the city. 

LEADER taught almost 60 students from the management and finance faculties of the University. Four 

Polish students were also in attendance from the Wyzsca Szkola Bankowa University in Wroclaw, 

Poland, a partner university of the National Mining University. The student support and passion for the 

Project at the National Mining University cannot be understated as many former Project participants still 

participated in many of the social activities throughout the two week program. 

 

RUSSIA 

Irkutsk 

 

LEADER returned to the Baikal National University in Irkutsk for the fourth time since the site 

relationship was established in 2005. Two classes totalling 43 students were taught in Russian and 

English, consisting of fourth year undergraduate students from the faculties of entrepreneurship and 

international business. 

 

Nizhny Tagil 

 

In 2008, LEADER marked its ninth year in partnership with Urals State Technical University, Nizhny Tagil 

Campus. Two classes were taught, one in English and one through a Russian translator. The students 

were composed of undergraduate students in the disciplines of engineering and business, as well as 

business professionals desiring entrepreneurial training. 

  

Togliatti 

 

The Togliatti Academy of Management has long been one of our strongest entrepreneurial hosts since 

we began holding an entrepreneurial module in 2004. We continued that tradition in 2008 as the classes 

were composed of undergraduate students from the Academy and local entrepreneurs. Classes were 

taught in both English and Russian to a total of 32 students. Many of these entrepreneurs had an array 

of well developed and advanced business ventures ranging from trucking companies to local pharmacy 

chains. The support from our site partners in Togliatti continues to be amongst the strongest. 

 

Yekaterinburg 

 

Two classes were taught in Yekaterinburg at the Urals State Technical University as we continued for 

another year with our longest running site partnership. The Urals State classes consisted of fourth year 

undergraduate business and economics students. Since most of these students spoke English as a 

second language, classes were taught in English with English case materials. Our site host continues to 

be Dr. Yasenev who has been a consistent supporter of the Project for over a decade. 
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Site Name Country Institution Partnership 
Partnership 

Established 

Number of 

Students 

LEADER 2008 - Entrepreneurship Program 

Skopje Macedonia Macedonia 2025 & The Chamber 

of Commerce 
2008 12 

Chisinau Moldova Academii Di Studie Economicae  2005 14 

Yekaterinburg Russia Ural State University 1993 33 

Irkutsk Russia Baikal National University 2005 60 

Nizhny Tagil Russia Nizhny Tagil Technical Institute 2000 51 

Togliatti Russia Togliatti Academy of 

Management 
2004 32 

Dnepropetrovsk Ukraine National Mining Institute 2006 55 

TOTAL:    250 

 

REVIEW OF 2008, PLANS FOR 2009 & LOOKING FORWARD 
 
CURRICULUM 

Teaching Materials 

 

2007 LEADER launched the new entrepreneurial focused curriculum after several pilots at our 

Chisinau and Togliatti sites. The curriculum was developed based on a two week model 

with the guidance of Professor Eric Morse, the chair of the Institute for 

Entrepreneurship and the curriculum team. Lectures and cases were taught in the 

classroom each morning, with consulting sessions held in the afternoons. All program 

participants were expected to hand in a business plan of a new venture idea or an 

existing business and present that same business plan with feedback provided by the 

instructors at the end of the program. As a part of this program site, an entire new set of 

six cases was implemented across the seven sites.  

 

2008 LEADER continued with the new curriculum format in 2008. Adjustments to the 

curriculum were made with the addition of a seventh summary case and the 

replacement of another case from the previous year. We sent curriculum outlines and 

expectations ahead of time to our site partners to further communicate the need for 

program participants to have some level of business plan preparations made in advance. 

Furthermore, teaching and lecture notes went through a major overhaul process 

whereby our site teams worked collectively to develop or enhance these same notes. 

Lecture notes were assembled as PowerPoint slide decks and teaching notes assembled 

as Word documents. These changes alone significantly enhanced the quality of our 

teaching.  

 

Future The relevance and effectiveness of the curriculum and corresponding cases will continue 

to be evaluated and modified accordingly in order for LEADER to remain relevant in the 

regions we teach. Further development with the teaching and lecture notes will involve 

enhancing the work completed by the 2008 team. The original vision in 2008 was to add 

an additional layer of complexity to the notes in 2009 by creating a set of advanced 
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notes to provide the instructors with the ability to scale the difficulty of the cases in 

situations where appropriate. 

 

FUNDRAISING 

 

Our fundraising committee in 2008 was structured into three sub-committees namely, the events team, 

the external team, and the Toronto event team. 

 

Fundraising Committee 

 

2008 The 2008 events team hosted several key fundraising functions throughout the year. 

The focus of the committee was to strive for higher-impact fundraising events only, 

specifically those with the greatest probability of higher financial returns. The 

committee hosted four fundraising events generating just under $1,500. The committee 

was also responsible for hosting social events throughout the year. Given that the 31 

person team was comprised of only six returning members, the importance of these 

events in terms of building site team dynamics cannot be understated. The highlight of 

these events was the annual LEADER Olympics in which all the site teams competed 

against one another in various social events.  

 

In terms of external funding support, Aeroplan generously supported LEADER again in 

2008. For a month leading up to our teaching start date in May, Aeroplan agreed to 

match any Aeroplan point donations made to the LEADER Project. Our Aeroplan Points 

Campaign managed to generate a total of 101,500 donated points which was generously 

matched by Aeroplan on a 1:1 ratio. Our Aeroplan efforts allowed three instructor 

flights to be booked which saved the Project approximately $2,200 in total for the year. 

A remaining Aeroplan balance of 319,240 points is available for 2009 as a result of these 

efforts. 

 

Future The importance of focusing on high impact fundraising events and a strong social event 

calendar will continue to be paramount to the LEADER Project going forward. The 

Project constraints arising from coordinating a team of 30+ individuals within seven 

different simultaneous Ivey degree programs only emphasizes that need. 

 

Annual Toronto Alumni Event 

 

2008 LEADER held its annual Alumni Reunion Event at the Black Betty night club in downtown 

Toronto in March of 2008.  Attendance levels almost eclipsed 200 on the night with 

many LEADER Alumni, Ivey Alumni and friends present. It was a great opportunity for 

past LEADER Alumni to reunite and for the 2008 team to be introduced to these 

individuals. This year’s event marked the first time the Project collaborated with the 

Toronto Alumni Chapter to brand the event as an open Ivey Alumni event in support of 

LEADER. The event was a massive financial success and raised a total net profit just short 

of $8,000 which constituted a significant percentage of the Project’s revenue base for 

the year.  
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Future The Toronto fundraising event team did a fantastic job throwing an incredible event in 

2008. The hope is to emulate and surpass the success of 2008 for 2009. The newly 

established relationship with the Toronto Alumni Chapter is paramount to achieving this 

objective. The vision for 2009 is to expand that relationship to host an event in Toronto 

with the Toronto Chapter that is in support of all international opportunities at Ivey. This 

would expand the current event platform to include the China Teaching Project and 

Bridge. The idea is to attract a much larger Ivey Alumnus centred base in addition to the 

tradition LEADER Alumni base and ultimately generate even more fundraising revenue. 

 

Fundraising Results  

 

2008 In addition to the funds raised by the fundraising committee, the Project was successful 

in garnishing funds through two additional sources: Project member donation 

solicitation and relationship management by the Executive Directors. The Project 

members are personally responsible for covering any financial shortfall that occurs in a 

given Project year. Traditionally members were encouraged to solicit donations to help 

to cover this Project shortfall which typically amounts to approximately $500 per 

person. This year, Project members were given the ability to segregate their donations 

to their own Project shortfall first, before those donations carried over to the rest of the 

Project at their own option. This strategic shift was chosen in order to better motivate 

Project members to reach out to members of the community for support. For instance, 

if a Project member obtained $700 in donations and the Project shortfall was $500. 

Then the first $500 in donations would cover the portion of the shortfall they were 

responsible for and the remaining $200 would be equally distributed amongst the rest 

of the Project. This new strategy was extremely successful for raising a combined total 

of approximately $11,000 in 2008, as compared to just $5,000 in 2007.  

 

Furthermore, the Executive Team and select members of the Project worked tireless to 

manage all external facing relationships during the year including the interaction with 

institutional support within Ivey that has continued to support the Project for many 

years. Our relationships with the MBAA student association and the HBAA student 

association, Aeroplan, Ivey Publishing, Ivey Advancement, the Institute for 

Entrepreneurship and Dean Carol Stephenson continued to strengthen in both a 

financial and support capacity in 2008. A new relationship with Ivey’s Cross Enterprise 

Leadership Centre was also established in 2008. In exchange for knowledge based 

report submissions to the Centre. The Centre graciously donated a total of $5,000 for 

the Project in 2008. Without the support of all of these great institutional partnerships 

the LEADER Project would not have been the success that it was in 2008. 

 

Future  The Project hopes to refine the newly introduced donation solicitation method in 2009. 

LEADER will also look to continue to strengthen our institutional relationships that were 

instrumental to the financial success of the Project in 2008. 
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TECHNOLOGY, MARKETING & MEDIA 

Marketing 

 

2008 This year marked a turning point in LEADER’s marketing efforts as the Project finally had 

the opportunity to upgrade all of its branding material.  Cheryl Taylor, a friend of one of 

the LEADERites and a freelance graphic developer, dedicated many hours in kind to 

revamp LEADER’s logo, PowerPoint template, Word template, marketing banners, and 

website design.  The new cleaner, professional look reflects a more modern LEADER 

Project suitable for externally facing contact. 

 

Future With the new logos and color scheme, the marketing side of LEADER is poised to 

continue to revamp old marketing materials and proudly show the LEADER name 

wherever possible.  Cheryl Taylor has agreed to help out LEADER on a volunteer basis for 

the foreseeable future. 

 

Website 

 

2008 This year the Project had the advantage of several technology-inclined individuals, and it 

took full advantage.  The old website’s content was finally updated to at least reflect 

current operations, and outstanding dues with the current webhost were settled.  As 

described above, though not officially launched yet, the framework and graphics for the 

new website was also designed.  A new site host was selected, and ownership of the 

new account was passed along to the Ivey Institute for Entrepreneurship to avoid 

transition problems with the website in the future. 

 

Future The immediate future will see the completion and launch of LEADER’s new website, 

complete with online teacher databases, student blogs, and a commercial content-

management system which makes updating the website content (and even the 

structure) easy for anyone – no technical skills necessary.  The longer-term future will 

see the website become a larger feature for the Project as a portal for current and past 

students, alumni, and current teachers to continue to interact; it is important for the 

Project to have the website stay evergreen indefinitely. 

 

Media Exposure 

 

2008 We continued to work with Ivey’s media arm throughout the year to gain appropriate 

exposure for the Project within the Canadian media landscape. On February 2 of 2008, 

the Toronto Star featured LEADER along with the China Teaching Project. Furthermore, 

Robert Davis, one of the Executive Directors, featured in the Western Profile page of the 

March issued McLean’s Guide to Canadian Universities 2008 magazine. The article spoke 

about LEADER at length and the opportunity to participant in the Project upon joining 

the HBA Program at Ivey.  Further efforts were made in partnership with our new 

Macedonia 2025 partners to place an article within the Globe and Mail but the efforts 

were unsuccessful. 

 

Future LEADER will continue to work with Ivey’s media arm to seek out and facilitate the 

continued growth of the Project’s exposure to positive media. 
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ADVISORY BOARD 

 

The LEADER Advisory Board is designed to provide continuity and strategic direction for the Project. 

Because LEADER is a student-run organization, initiatives are often started in one year, and not 

continued in the next due to changes in leadership. The Advisory Board helps ensure that initiatives with 

potential remain on the Project’s agenda until they are complete. The Advisory Board was comprised of 

the following individuals in 2008: 

 

Name Position & Relation 

Jon Shell Advisory Board Chairmen, Executive Director 2003 

Andrew Dooner Executive Director 2006 

Chris Sturby Ivey Professor, Audit Committee Chair, LEADER 2003 

Darren Meister HBA Program Director 

Darwin Smith Executive Director 2007 

Eric Morse Executive Director, Institute for Entrepreneurship 

Everton Lewis Executive Director 2006 

Joanne Shoveller Vice President, Guelph University 

Mike Hornby-Smith  Executive Director 2008 

Paul Fleming LEADER 1996 

Paul Seaborn LEADER 2003 

Robert Davis  Executive Director 2008 

Saba Abbas-Hasanie Executive Director 2007 

Tony Frost MBA Program Director 

Trevor Davis Executive Director 2007 

 

2008 Fiscal 2008 saw the introduction of several new Board members and the creation of an 

Audit Committee. Trevor Davis and Saba Hassaine, the Executive Directors from 2007, 

began their traditional two year term with the Advisory Board, along with Darwin Smith 

who was the 2007 Executive Director from the Fall MBA class. Paul Seaborn joined the 

Board in late 2007. Paul is a Ph.D. Candidate in Strategic Management at the University 

of Toronto's Rotman School of Management and Paul travelled to Nizhny Tagil with the 

LEADER Project in 2003. Paul Fleming joined the Advisory Board in late 2007. Paul is the 

co-founder of KitPlane Builders and travelled with the LEADER Project in 1996. Eric 

Morse, Ph.D., is the JR Shaw Professor of Entrepreneurship and Family Owned Business 

at the Richard Ivey School of Business. Eric is the Academic Director for Ivey’s Quantum 

Shift Executive Program for High Potential Entrepreneurs and the Executive Director of 

the Pierre L. Morrissette Institute of Entrepreneurship. Eric joined the Board in late 

2007. Eric continues to help in the entrepreneurial curriculum employed by the Project 

bring a host of relevant experience and he strengths our institutional relationship with 

the Institute for Entrepreneurship, our greatest financial supporter. Sturby, a lecturer in 

the Managerial Accounting and Control group at the Richard Ivey School of Business, 

also joined the board in 2008. Chris travelled with LEADER to Nizhny Tagil in 2003. 

Darren Meister is the Faculty Director of the HBA Program and an Associate Professor of 

Information Systems at the Richard Ivey School of Business. Darren Meister joined the 
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Board in the summer of 2008 and strengthens the Project’s ties with the HBA Program 

as the role of HBA’s within the Project continues to grow in importance. 

 

Future Also in 2008, the Board moved towards taking a more active role within the Project 

given the increased importance of continuity with the new one year MBA Program 

model. To illustrate, the Board formed an Audit Committee in 2008, chaired by Chris 

Sturby. Going forward the expectation of this committee is to obtain an annual budget 

and monthly financial reports from the Executive Directors and the Treasurer of the 

Project throughout the fiscal year. Additionally, a Technology Committee was also 

formed in 2008 by the Advisory Board to ensure the continuity of the Project from a 

technology perspective.  

 

NEW INITIATIVES OF 2008 
 

CURRICULUM 

Teacher Training 

 

One of the major changes made to the LEADER curriculum this year was the level of training that was 

conducted and expected of LEADERites prior to departing for their respective sites. The curriculum 

committee hosted the traditional informational speaker sessions but added the expectation that each 

site prepare a case to teach to the rest of the team over a separate two day period. Given an agenda of 

seven cases within the curriculum and seven site teams, this worked well. Each site was responsible for 

improving and developing lecture and case notes with their corresponding case in advance of a dry-run 

classroom presentation of the case with the other LEADERites as the audience. Additionally, given the 

number of degree Programs involved in LEADER at this stage organizing the workload along site teams 

helped to create positive and very critical site dynamics amongst site team members prior to teaching 

departure. This teaching training in affect forced every member of the Project to review each case prior 

to departure and significantly improved the quality of teacher preparedness when compared to previous 

years. LEADER will look to continue to develop this new initiative going forward as its importance was 

paramount given the reduced number of returning Project members who taught in the previous year. 

 

FUNDRAISING 

Toronto Alumni Reunion Event 

 

As previously discussed, our new partnership with the Toronto Alumni Chapter was paramount to the 

success of this year’s Alumni reunion and will continue to be critical to the success of this event going 

forward.  The long term objective of this relationship is to create an annual event that is a highlight on 

the event calendar for all Ivey Alumni, not only LEADER Alumni. In conjunction with the other Ivey 

teaching programs, LEADER hopes to broaden the scope of the event to include all international 

opportunities at Ivey in the near future. 

 

Endowment Fund  

 

As an initiative led by the Executive Directors and Eric Morse along with Jon Shell of the Advisory Board, 

the 2008 LEADER team partnered with Ivey Advancement to establish the LEADER Endowment Fund.  

The Endowment Fund will be managed by Ivey Advancement and held with the University of Western 
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Ontario. Investment decisions of the Endowment are to be the responsibility of the LEADER Advisory 

Board. The Endowment was created with an initial deposit of $50,000, which was comprised of $40,000 

from a contingency fund that had been established but not used since the Project was funded by CIDA 

and an additional $10,000 from Dean Carol Stephenson in fiscal 2008.  The additional $10,000 was made 

possible by the success of the Project in 2008 in balancing its financial position prior to obtaining funds 

from the Dean. The Executive team sees this as a landmark accomplishment for 2008 as the Project is 

much more attractive to potential large donors, the resources of Ivey Advancement and to LEADER 

Alumni contributors. The Endowment is a major step towards becoming financially self-sufficient. Once 

this goal is accomplished, more effort can be placed on the components of the Project such as 

curriculum development that benefit our participating students the most. 

 

TECHNOLOGY, MARKETING & MEDIA 

 

As previously discussed, the external aspects of LEADER had become very dated over the past 18 years, 

which lead to a major initiative to revamp the face of LEADER in 2008.  The Executive Team saw this as a 

high priority to continue to attract new teaching opportunities and partners such as Macedonia 2025.  A 

more professional look and online presence contribute to the credibility of the organization as a whole. 

 

PARTNERSHIPS 

New Site – Macedonia 

 

LEADER’s new partnership with Macedonia 2025 and the establishment of the first wholly-entrepreneur 

site at Skopje was also a landmark accomplishment for the Project in 2008. Although it does represent a 

strategic shift away from teaching undergraduate students in a more traditional classroom example the 

new partnership has pushed the Project to new entrepreneurial heights in conjunction with our valued 

partnership with the Pierre L. Morrissette Institute of Entrepreneurship. The four instructors and two 

Executive Directors who travelled to the new site found the results of the Projects teaching efforts to be 

quite immediate and tangible in several cases during the coaching portion in Skopje. The Project is very 

confident that the newly established relationship will prosper for years to come and that the Project is 

looking forward to working with Macedonia 2025 in 2009. 

 

Cross-Enterprise Leadership Centre 

 

The Executive Directors worked alongside the newly recruited PhD LEADERite Natalie Slawinski to 

establish a relationship with Professor Mary Crossan of the Cross Enterprise Leadership™ Centre at the 

Richard Ivey School of Business. The Centre agreed to generously donate $5,000 to the LEADER Project 

in 2008 with the hopes to strengthen the newly formed relationship in the future. As a component of 

this new relationship, Natalie Slawinski has agreed to author an Ivey Business Journal article which is 

expected to be completed for the Cross Enterprise Leadership Centre before the end of calendar year 

2008. Cross Enterprise Leadership is an important concept not only in a Western business context but 

within Eastern European business context as well. As a result, LEADER hopes to incorporate a formal 

lecture into the curriculum for the Project in 2009. The LEADER Project looks forward to strengthening 

this new found relationship with the Cross Enterprise Leadership Centre for many years to come. 
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SOURCES & USES OF FUNDS 

 

The LEADER Project’s fiscal year begins on September 1st of each year and culminates on August 31st of 

the following calendar year. For fiscal 2008, the Project experienced total expenditures of approximately 

$47,500 compared to approximately $60,000 in the previous year. The majority of the Project’s 

expenses involved direct travel to and from the teaching sites. Given the same number of sites were 

visited and the Project retained an equal number of participants the majority of the cost difference 

between fiscal 2007 and fiscal 2008 can be accounted for by a concerted effort by the Executive team to 

maintain strict expenditure discipline. To illustrate, flights costs accounted for 74.2% and 86.1% of total 

costs in fiscal 2007 and 2008 respectfully. Furthermore, on a nominal basis flight expenses amounted to 

$42,900 in 2007 and decreased to $38,700 in fiscal 2008. It was prudent financial management of the 

Project by the Executive team with respect to all errors of the Project that translated into a larger 

concentration of funds being placed towards core operational expenses. The below chart provides 

greater context into the efficient management of the Project’s expenses in fiscal 2008: 
 

 
 

The LEADER Project has been traditionally funded by corporate sponsors, institution sponsors, 

fundraising initiatives, and by the members of the Project itself. In fiscal 2008, the Project continued to 

receive financial sponsorship from the Pierre L. Morrissette Institute of Entrepreneurship and from Dean 

Carol Stephenson. Further funding was received from our highly successful Alumni reunion event, 

substantial contributions from both the MBAA and HBAA student associations and the Project’s new 

relationship with the Cross-Enterprise Leadership Centre. Finally, the contribution from the Project’s 

own collective donation solicitation was highly successful this year contributing a nominal amount of 

approximately $13,500 when compared to just $5,700 in the previous year. It was these Project 

members’ efforts, combined with the strong support from our institutional partners, which allowed the 

2008 team to balance for the fiscal year. Furthermore, this fundraising success has allowed for the entire 

contribution from Dean Carol Stephenson to be allocated towards the creation of the LEADER 

Endowment Fund. The chart below details the financial sources of the Project in 2008: 
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PARTICIPANTS & COMMITTEE ROLES 

 

Name Year Site Committee Position 

Jonathan Plashkes HBA'08 Skopje Curriculum Chair 

Leah Hillier  HBA'08 DNT Logistics Chair / Treasurer 

Rob Davis HBA'08 Skopje & Dnepropetrovsk Executive Director 

Sara Lear HBA'08 Chisinau Fundraising Chair 

Brittney Baum HBA'09 Dnepropetrovsk Logistics 

Chris Gilpin HBA'09 Nizhny Tagil Recruiting Chair 

David Vlemmix HBA'09 Skopje Alumni Relations 

Eric Janssen HBA'09 Togliatti Recruiting 

Kyle Ruttan HBA'09 Irkutsk Technology 

Nadine Ramrattan HBA'09 Nizhny Tagil Fundraising 

Natalie Deschamps HBA'09 Irkutsk Treasury 

Osama Siddiqui HBA'09 Yekaterinburg Curriculum 

Sandy Clark HBA'09 Chisinau Junior Executive Director 

Stephanie Puzio HBA'09 Yekaterinburg Alumni Relations Chair 

Eli Cooperberg MBA'08 Spring Skopje Curriculum 

Kyla Woodcock MBA'08 Spring Togliatti Recruiting 

Marcin Malek MBA'08 Spring Nizhny Tagil Logistics 

Matthew LeQuelenec MBA'08 Spring Togliatti Fundraising 

Mike Hornby-Smith MBA'08 Spring Skopje & Dnepropetrovsk Executive Director 

Vanessa Jang MBA'08 Spring Dnepropetrovsk Alumni Relations 

Vipul Lalka MBA'08 Spring Yekaterinburg Curriculum 

Natalie Slawinski PhD'09 Irkutsk Curriculum 

Cam McNiven AMBA'08 Chisinau Fundraising 

David Bissinger AMBA'08 Skopje Fundraising 

Lyndsay Passmore AMBA'08 Togliatti Logistics 

Mike Lazarovits AMBA'08 Chisinau Fundraising 

Nick Kuzyk AMBA'08 Dnepropetrovsk Fundraising 

Trevor Hand AMBA'08 Togliatti Fundraising 

Alex Reif MBA'08 Fall Dnepropetrovsk Technology 

Marisca Carruthers MBA'08 Fall Yekaterinburg Recruiting 

Nishma Kassam MBA'08 Fall Nizhny Tagil Technology 

Sameer Panjwani MBA'08 Fall Irkutsk Junior Executive Director 
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CONTACT INFORMATION 
 

If you any questions, or require further information please contact the LEADER Project at: 

 

LEADER Project, Room 2R28 

Richard Ivey School of Business 

The University of Western Ontario 

London, Ontario, Canada 

N6A 3K7 

 

Email: leaderproject@ivey.ca 

Website: www.leaderproject.com 
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SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS 
 

 

 
 

Macedonia 2025 

http://www.macedonia2025.com 

 

 
Aeroplan 

http://www.aeroplan.com 

 

 

 
 

Pierre L. Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship 

http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/entrepreneurship 

 

 
Richard Ivey School of Business 

http://www.ivey.uwo.ca 

 

 
Ivey Publishing 

http://cases.ivey.uwo.ca 

 

 
Ivey Advancement 

http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/alumni 

 

 
Ivey Cross-Enterprise Leadership 

http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/cel/ 


